Learning By the Book
(Editor’s note: This is the fifth installment
in an ongoing series on understanding students’
misconceptions – a.k.a. naive conceptions, alternate conceptions, pre-conceptions.
In the four previous issues, we examined the
importance of being aware of students’ misconceptions and how important it is to focus instructional planning around those misconceptions.
Here we discuss how you can evaluate instructional materials for their educative nature
in helping teachers improve their practice in regards to addressing student understanding and
misconception.)

A

sk a teacher to describe his or her science
instruction, and the response is very likely
to include references to a specific textbook
or curriculum series. Textbooks serve not only as
resources for a teacher’s instructional decisions,
but also as one of the tangible representations of
that instruction.
Throughout educational reform, new textbooks
have been central to the visions of change. In fact,
several attempts have been made to ensure the vision by making “teacher proof” textbooks.Yet we
know -- thank goodness! -- this does not work.
Textbooks alone cannot bring about change
since change is a complex human endeavor.
Changes in teaching and learning involve understanding the intersection of the two goals
and the interplay of students, teachers and
instructional materials.
Using textbooks is often met with mixed reactions: many effective teachers shun them; new
teachers use them as the “bible”. Some teachers
never use them because their students can’t read
and others use them as doorstops.
But texts -- also known as instructional materials -- continue to serve as a teacher’s primary instructional resources for classroom instruction.
As a focal point for instruction, texts raise concerns about the impact of “intended” curriculum versus the “implemented” curriculum. Quality science
education curriculum calls for students to build their
own understand of science concepts at a deep and
rigorous level. What is “implemented” or taught
curriculum often misses the mark. Many times the
gap in curriculum is not what was intended and is
due to the teacher’s inadequate level of expertise in
content and pedagogical content knowledge.

Teacher educative materials are those instructional materials that help develop teacher knowledge, beliefs and abilities so that they can teach
effectively for student achievement.
Materials that are educative help teachers:
(1) identify challenging learning goals and address
student prior knowledge;
(2) earn how to anticipate and interpret what learners may think about or do in response to instructional activities;
(3) identify trends in student conceptual thinking,
common naïve, or alternative conceptions;
(4) address strategies to help teachers adapt to the
needs of diverse classes of students; and
(5) address teacher background, both in content and
in pedagogy.
Educative curriculum materials make visible the
developers’ pedagogical judgments. The materials
“speak to” teachers about ideas underlying tasks
rather than merely guiding their actions.
Sound too good to be true? Yes, but in fact,
there are materials that provide this type of support.
Unfortunately, when California adopts K-8 science
instructional
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materials in 2007, this level of teacher support is
not part of the criteria.
However, this does not prevent district committees, from looking carefully at materials for these
characteristics in their adoption of K-8 materials.
Likewise, when selecting high school instructional
materials, committees can also review materials for
this criteria in the same way they review
high school materials.
Evaluating Instruction Materials
How do we evaluate and adopt instructional materials that are educative
not only for students but also for teachers? One way to do this is to use heuristics (rubrics) that have been designed for
this purpose.
“We organized our heuristics around important parts of a teacher’s knowledge base:
subject matter knowledge, instructional approaches,
rationales for using the approaches, and recommendations for their effective use.” (Davis & Krajcik).
Three heuristics focus on the importance of understanding student thinking as we have discussed in this
series of lead articles on student misconceptions.
We have included these heuristics in (Fig. 1,
page 4) so you can evaluate your own instructional materials for its educative value.
Read the teacher manual/material
(not student text), apply the criteria, total
the marks and then think seriously about
adopting those with the highest rank!
For more design heuristics, see:
Elizabeth A. Davis and Joseph S. Krajcik, Designing Educative Curriculum Materials to Promote Teacher Learning, Educational Researcher, Vol. 34, No. 3, pp. 3–14.

Teaching the Teacher
We know from research that teacher quality is
the most important factor to help students achieve
their educational goals. Teachers must have
content background and pedagogical content knowledge. In other words, teachers
need to know how to help students gain
access to -- and build understanding of
-- science concepts.
In order to have high quality in both
content and pedagogy, teachers need
support. Researchers at the University
of Michigan (Schneider, R.M., Krajcik,
J., & Marx, R. 2000) have found a way
to help teachers improve their practice
by using instructional materials that are
educative for teachers as well as students.
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Finding time
BY KATHY DIRANNA

O

ur newly remodeled kitchen is stunning. Radiant. Sleek.
Now everything else has to go.
Of course that means moving the “stuff” one
more time as we contemplate which wall to knock
out next, which bathroom fixture to buy. I am amazed
at the amount of stuff that can get stacked in a corner including a pile of professional journals that I just
know I will get to some day.
As luck would have, today was just that day.
Sorting journals by date was too overwhelming. Sort
by topic? Hmmm…most of the paper clips that had
carefully noted an article had slipped. Articles
with post-its fared no better because of old
glue. I surveyed the pile of blue, yellow
and pink squares. Sigh. It seemed easier
to get the big black bag and make a major contribution to the land fill, which I
finally ended up doing.
Thinking I was finished with the task, I
moved another piece of furniture and found
yet one more journal. It was the National
Staff Development Council’s the Learning System, dated November 2005. I remembered reading this
and thinking it might be informative for this column. So
I re-read and found the information timely!
Entitled How to Find Time, the article was based
on strategies identified in “The Time Dilemma in
School Restructuring” by Gary Watts and Shari Castel, Phi Delta Kappan 75(1) December 1993. (Good
things just keep going around!).
The article pointed out several clever ways how
school can carve out time for important things such
as providing quality professional development time so
teachers can independently and in collaboration hone
their teaching practices. While some of the sugges-

tions require budget approval, many -- like common
planning time -- can be implemented at no cost other
than time from the master scheduler.
Here are the recommendations:
• Enlist administers to teach classes so teachers
can meet.
• eam teachers so one teaches while the other plans
or learns independently.
• Create a substitute bank of “staff development
substitute teachers" which regular classroom
teachers can tap in order to participate in various forms of professional development.
• Add an extra teaching position in the school for a
rotating substitute teacher who would regularly fill
in for teachers in order to free them for planning or learning time.
• Bank time by lengthen the regular school
day. Save the extra minutes to create larger
blocks of time when teachers can plan or
learn together.
• Use common planning time to enable
teachers working with the same student, the
same grade level, or the same subject to share
information, collaborate on project or learn more
about shared interests.
• Link planning periods to other non-instructional
times -- such as lunch periods -- giving teachers
the option to use their personal time for shared
learning time
• Provide profession-learning time during
staff meetings.
I was struck by a major message in the article—
use existing time more effectively. So I congratulated
myself. I removed a stack of stuff, re-engaged myself
with professional reading, and banged out the column. Now if I can just find time to shop for fixtures!
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Poetic Inspiration
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This poem – written by Nikki DiRanna’s biology
class at Centennial High School in Compton – describes both the beauty and science involving the
hierarchy of living things.)
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Hierarchy of Life
A Poem for Two Voices
A cell
the basic unit of life
of breath
of energy
of being

And blood
Flowing through veins
and arteries and the heart
An organ
Now part of an organ system

Thinking
a man’s basic instinct
blended with learned behavior
Making an organism

For balance
and equilibrium
contributing to the ecosystem
mixing living and non living
in a dance
so different, so diverse
Yet alike
Based on the cell
And infinity
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A cell
the basic unit of life

of being
a tissue
nerve and bone
And blood

Now part of an organ system
made of many parts
joining breath and sex
digestion and farting
hormones and thinking
Thinking

Making an organism
Who has part in the world
not just one, buy many joined
for balance

Yet alike
Based on the cell
And infinity
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LEADERSHIP

The TLC Touch
BY TERRY SAYRE

F

rom every corner of California, lead teachers in
the K-12 Alliance have been heard to say, “Me?
A leader? But I’m a mere classroom teacher!”
Well, yes, that’s the point. We already are leaders.
In addition to everyday leading our students in and out of
the classrooms, we also help guide fellow teachers at our
schools and districts. It’s no secret that sharing with one
another is a great way to learn and gain information.
Laura Voshall knows that first hand.
As a 4th grade teacher at Roosevelt Elementary
School in Tulare, Laura returned from her K-12 Alliance Summer Institute with notebook bursting and big
ideas. She enthusiastically met with her grade level partner Kathy Grassel and together with resource teacher
Dee Pierce, they designed science lessons that also met
the language arts standards – a double treat.

GOT THE POWER — Students Cassandra and Bryant explain how electrons flow through complete circuits, thanks to a
recent TLC at Roosevelt Elementary School in Tulare.

Knowing teachers have is a limited time to teach
science – in addition to the language arts – the team decided to combine thinking processes. After all, analytical thinking happens in language arts as well as science.
There’s predicting, inferring, observing…
Once again, TLCs provided opportunities for leadership and learning.
In fact, during a recent TLC, instead of quiet responses and frustrated students, children in Laura’s
class were saying, “Oh, now I get it!”, “Wow, the
electricity travels in two complete pathways!” and
“This makes sense!”
The TLC team of lead teachers, a pre-service teacher,
scientist and facilitator presented a lesson about series and
parallel circuits on the basketball key which dramatized the
flow of electrons through complete circuits.
When the teachers planned and then taught the
lesson, students could illustrate and explain the pathway of electricity in both series and parallel circuits.
Teachers were amazed at the quality of student work
and students’ ability to explain their understanding both
in drawings and writing.
Seeing such success in Laura’s class encourages
other teachers to try different strategies in teaching.
As the Lead Educational Agency for a CaMSP
Grant in coordination with the K-12 Alliance, Tulare
City Schools has shown outstanding support for teacher participation. Teachers are trying new strategies to
engage students in meaningful activities that meet standards in science.
Tulare teachers who are participating in the TLCs
are anxious to share what they have learned with
their colleagues. Laura is an example of this leadership. Both Superintendent John Beck and Director of
Curriculum Sue Ann Hillman are very involved in the
results of this collaboration.
This CAMSP grant is part of Cohort 2, which includes Tulare City, Pixley, Tipton, Buena Vista, Oak Valley, Palo Verde, Sundale and St. Aloysius. CSU Fresno
and Fresno City College provide faculty and pre-service
students as part of the collaborative team.
Together, we can make a difference!

T E A CHING & LE A RNI NG

COL L ABORATI ON

Talk That Means
Something

A Grow Light On
Science Teachers

A

ultivating local science teachers in the
Coachella Valley is almost as easy the growing
the area’s famed dates thanks to the Pathways
CPEC Grant.
In order to “grow” new educators, veteran teachers are teamed with potential future teachers from
local high schools, community and four year colleges
to provide an after school science program for upper
elementary students.
While helping young people learn science, these
potential teachers are discovering teaching as a profession and once they’ve complete their teaching credentials, they ideally will return to their home community to provide science opportunities locally.
The kick-off for this year’s after school program
was held at Coachella Valley High School this February when 28 current and potential teachers shared
their own science learning experiences as well as
planned the after-school program.
Indeed, one community college student was surprised to see her middle school science teacher as
a team member! Even though another community
college student said he was not sure he wanted to be
a teacher -- but he liked helping his friends with their
courses – it’s hoped the experience of working with
young people may tip his choice toward teaching.
The first meeting with elementary students was
held in March at four different school sites where students collected and graphed heart rate data in addition
to measuring length of arms, hands, etc. and comparing likenesses and differences between lengths.
Over the course of four weeks, the elementary
students were engaged in variety of science and math
activities. They explored concepts in life science (including the human body and plants) and physical
science (working with variable in airplane design).
Working together, the students had the opportunity
to enhance and enrich their experiences with and understanding of important science concepts.
The after school program was co-taught by a
team of people: a current teacher, a college potential
teacher and a high school potential teacher. This collaboration helped “ease” potential teachers into the
routines of quality teaching and learning.
In addition to this support, the Pathways Grant
identified faculty members at each institution who
were willing to mentor the potential teachers. High
school students met on a regular basis with Megan
Fri, coordinator of the program who discussed how
students plan to achieve their teaching goals.
Students from the community college had support from two faculty advisors; one faculty member
worked with MESA students and has included a
teaching component in possible MESA activities. Another faculty member monitored student progress in
science courses to insure success at the community
college level.
Even though the CSU students are further along
in their studies, they often needed to talk about the
obstacles of obtaining a teaching credential.
Overall, the results were glowing…and growing.
Teachers-to-be, like Coachella Valley High
School student Marisol Rodriguez, realized her career choice makes her “excited but a bit nervous.”
Fellow student Maria Zazueta said she believed teaching will be “fun. Teachers [need] to have good ideas
to make learning fun.”
And finally, Terestia Ibarra says she’s confident
that teaching “will be great. [The after school program gives us] experiences for the future and [ways]
to learn about science.”

lot of conversation goes on in classrooms,
but not all talk sustains learning. Talking with
others about ideas is fundamental to student
achievement; those conversations must be linked to
content for true learning to take place. Classroom
talk that promotes learning must have certain characteristics to make it “accountable”.
“I think it would be amazing to get my students to
the point where they could really listen to each other
and use conversation as a way of building understanding,” summed up one teacher recently.
Accountable Talk is not something that springs
spontaneously from students’ mouths, but it can be
jointly constructed by teachers and students. Because
talk is always about something, it doesn’t really make
sense to focus on talk out of context. Accountable
Talk gives us the opportunity to:
• focus the conversation,
• organize our thinking,
• hear how our thinking sounds out loud,
• listen to how others respond and,
• hear others add to or expand on our thinking.
Accountable Talk sharpens students’ thinking by
reinforcing their ability to use and create knowledge.
Teachers establish the norms and skills of Accountable Talk in their classrooms by modeling appropriate
forms of discussion and by questioning, probing and
leading conversations.
For example, teachers may press for clarification and explanation, require justifications of proposals and challenges, recognize and challenge
misconceptions, demand evidence for claims and
arguments, or interpret and “revoice” students’
statements. Over time, students can be expected
to carry out each of these conversational “moves”
themselves in peer discussions.
In order to recognize and support Accountable
Talk, it’s important to focus on activities and tasks
that are brought about by the talk. It’s impossible to
identify “good”, “productive” or “accountable” talk
without taking into consideration the goals, topics
and content of the lesson, and the relationship of
learners to each other and the task at hand.
For this reason, Accountable Talk always
moves from purpose to activity to talk. Expect to
find Accountable Talk across all grade levels and in
all subject areas.
Set the stage for talk
It takes time and effort to create a classroom
environment where Accountable Talk is valued and
accepted. Organizing everyone for Accountable Talk
calls for designing activities and tasks that support
productive talk for students and requires teachers to
guide and scaffold student participation. A range of
talk formats -- particular teacher moves -- and norms
for equitable and respectful participation have been
shown to support Accountable Talk.
Accountable Talk is talk that seriously responds
to and further develops what others in the group
have said. It puts forth and demands knowledge that
is accurate and relevant to the issue under discussion.
Accountable Talk uses evidence appropriate to the
discipline (e.g., proofs in mathematics, data from
investigations in science, textual references in literature, documentary sources in history) and follows established norms of good reasoning.
One teacher shared: “Another teacher in my
school does a lot of work with her students on how
to discuss a text or lab they’ve conducted.Sometimes
she records everything a group says in a conversation. She then has the class review and compare conversation to a rubric.

C

‘TALK THAT MEANS SOMETHING’ CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Terry Sayre is the CAMSP Project Director, Tulare City Elementary School District.
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Heuristics Rubric

‘LEARNING BY THE BOOK’ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Category

3
Some

1
Little or
None

5
Comprehensive
and
Thorough

Evidence

• Supporting Teachers in Anticipating, Understanding and Dealing with Students’ Ideas About Science
Curriculum materials should help teachers recognize the importance of students’ ideas and help teachers identify likely student
ideas within a topic.
Curriculum materials should help teachers gain insight into how
they might be able to deal with the ideas in their teaching, e.g.
giving suggestions of thought experiments likely to promote
the development of more scientific ideas.

• Supporting Teachers in Engaging Students in Questions
Curriculum materials should provide driving questions for
teachers to use to frame a unit and should help teachers identify questions that they can use with their students, including
focus questions for guiding a class discussion.
Curriculum materials should help teachers understand why
these are scientifically and pedagogically productive questions.
Curriculum materials should help teachers engage their students in asking and answering their own scientific questions, by
providing suggestions of productive questions and ideas about
how to guide students toward those or other productive questions.

• Supporting Teachers in Engaging Students in Making Explanations Based on Evidence
Curriculum materials should provide clear recommendations for
how teachers can support students in making sense of data and
generating explanations based on evidence that the students
have collected and justified by scientific principles that they
have learned.
The supports should include rationales for why engaging students in explanation is important in scientific inquiry and why
these particular approaches for doing so are scientifically and
pedagogically appropriate.

Fig. 1

Schneider, R.M., Krajcik, J., & Marx, R. (2000). The Role of Educative Curriculum Materials in Reforming Science Education. In B. Fishman & S. O’Connor-Divelbiss (Eds.), Fourth International Conference of the Learning Sciences (pp. 54-61). Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum.

‘TALK THAT MEANS SOMETHING’ CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

“She has small groups present a snippet of a discussion in a ‘fishbowl’ format, where the rest of the
class observes and then they de-brief what happened
during the conversation. She sometimes leaves a
tape recorder on one group’s table so she can ‘catch
them’ using accountable talk -- the mere presence of
the tape record tends to raise the level of discussion
for that group.
“She says that she’s seen students progress in
their ability to discuss what they read with each other
or what they’ve done in some investigations. It’s time
that I try this!”
Resource: http://www.math.utep.edu/Faculty/
duval/class/random/ifl.html
Accountable Talk Primer
What can teachers do to create an environment
that supports Accountable Talk in their classroom?
• Establish clear conceptions of academic goals for
the lesson, so key concepts are understandable.
• Pick instructional tasks that provide multiple entry
points for students with a high cognitive demand.
• Choose an instructional format (for example,
small group, whole group, partner work) that
best supports academic goals.
• Become comfortable when facilitating Accountable Talk within small groups. Ask a question and
then walk away, let students work out the answer
among themselves.
• During large group Accountable Talk, ensure that
all students are participating in the discussion.
What does Accountable Talk look like in
a classroom?
• Students are asked to explain how their evidence
supports their statement, to explain their thinking.
• Students link their talk to what others say. Students indicate that they have something to say
that expands on another student’s statement,
showing that they listened, understood, and can
build on knowledge.
4
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•
•

Students listen to each other attentively
and respectfully.
Students refer regularly to the labs, texts, notes
and activities in addition to providing evidence for
their opinions and theories and/or ask questions
to clarify ideas.

Accountable Talk Stems
Accountable talk stems can assist teachers and
students with focusing the conversation around key
ideas related to the task or activity. Consider making a poster or “Conversation Cards” of the stems,
which can become a regular classroom tool for students and teacher.
• I disagree with that because…
• What evidence do you have to support that?
• I agree with _____ because….
• (state further evidence)
• I still have questions about….
• I want to add to what _____ said….
• Based on my evidence, I think…
• I don’t understand what you mean by that, can
you clarify it?
• Where did you find that evidence?
• Is the evidence really supporting_____?
• I disagree with the use of that evidence because….
• I wonder if ____ .
• I observed ____ and my data shows ______ .

Summer training dates
The K-12 Alliance Summer Institute
experience is right around the
corner. Have you planned yours?
Montebello/Garvey:
July 19-14
Lodi:
July 17-21
Tulare:
July 23-July 28
Coachella:
July 24-August 4
Yreka:
August 7-11
Rialto:
August 7-11
Montebello/Garvey
August 7-11
Contact your regional director or Doris
Waters at (714) 438-3802
for more information.
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